Shed Decor: How To Decorate And Furnish Your Favorite Garden Room
In need of a place to work, play, or relax? A shed’s the perfect solution! Small in space and investment, it easily fits in a backyard or garden and, as this inspirational design guide shows, can also be beautiful. From seemingly unpromising potting sheds to tired old summerhouses ripe for a makeover, Shed Decor reveals how the right combination of colors, fabrics, furniture, and accessories can transform an outdoor building. Whether you want a rustic hideaway or an urban den, a ¿œsalvage chic¿ office or a quirky creative hub, you’ll find hundreds of quick, inexpensive, and clever ideas to design an inviting room.
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**Customer Reviews**

Great book! I was hoping for some inspiration for the exterior decor. None of that here but the interior ideas are great.

Great photos of different sheds. Couldn’t put it down.

A beautiful book! Inspiring design and personal style; the hardest choice would be deciding which shed to call your own.

Beautiful ideas for a tiny space. Shabby, country, cottage, rustic and vintage. Lots of pics with plenty of eye candy!
Very interesting book, love the ideas. Hope to fix up my "Women's shed" soon.

great book

Bought it for a friend...can't wait to give it to her!

drool. love it. repeat inspiration.
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